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Chapter 8

WHAT IS MINDFULNESS?

Mindfulness can be defined as the capacity to embrace moment to moment, non 
judgmental awareness (Kabat-Zinn, 2009). It is based on the eastern tradition of 
meditative exercises with the purpose of enabling practitioners of mindfulness 
(those engaging in mindful practice) to acquire insight into the nature of reality by 
fully paying attention to what is happening in present moment. At the same time, 
mindfulness requires one to acknowledge, but not be overwhelmed by, whatever 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter deals with the concept of mindfulness as a skill required both by teach-
ers and by students. This concept is explored by providing a brief review of why 
the concept of mindfulness is gaining attention in medicine and higher education. 
As a mindful practitioner, the author describea examples of how mindful practices 
in his daily life have opened and enriched his teaching experiences and enhanced 
student learning. Mindful practice has also enabled the author to take a broader 
perspective of how medical schools can develop “better” doctors. In engaging with 
colleagues across the university, the author has applied this perspective to develop 
a medical humanities course for the undergraduate medical curriculum.
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feelings, emotions or thoughts arise and to let go of any past beliefs, opinions or 
commentaries that often prevent one from paying attention. Thus, a mindful prac-
titioner, by seeing things as they really are, and not what they seem, is in a better 
position to make choices and decisions more clearly whatever the situation.

Mindfulness in Healthcare: An Alternative 
Therapeutic Tool in Clinical Practice

From its early days as a series of meditative exercises, mindfulness training is now 
offered to patients by the medical profession as an additional therapeutic tool to 
help relieve suffering, in particular pain and stress associated with chronic disorders 
(Ludiwg & Kabat-Zinn, 2008). Through mindfulness training, both mental and physi-
cal aspects of suffering can be viewed through a more objective lens. This opens 
new coping strategies that include the ability to take greater responsibility for one’s 
choices and the capacity to develop self-compassion. The prototype program apply-
ing mindfulness in medicine is the Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) 
program which was designed by Kabat-Zinn (2009) at University of Massachusetts 
over 30 years ago.

The efficacy of MBSR has been validated in many clinical studies (reviewed 
in Baer, 2003; Ludwig & Kabat-Zinn, 2008). These include the relief of chronic 
pain in a variety of clinical settings, the alleviation of stress and mood symptoms 
in cancer patients (Speca, Carlson, Goodey, & Angen, 2000) and the prevention 
of relapses of major depression when supported with mindfulness based cognitive 
therapy. MBSR programs and those closely linked to MBSR have flourished in 
many hospitals and health care settings around the world. Mindfulness training 
has enabled the improvement in well being of individuals with obesity and eating 
disorders by enabling greater awareness of their dietary habits (Proulx, 2008). Cur-
rent trials are underway to test whether mindfulness training can help to modify 
symptoms and clinical progression in medical conditions associated with lifestyle 
such as diabetes, ischemic heart disease, hypertension, drug abuse and human im-
munodeficiency virus infection.

Mindfulness in Medical Education: Prevention 
of Burnout and the Promotion of Empathy

The secret of the care of the patient is caring for oneself whilst caring for the patient.

– Medicine and the Family: A Feminist Perspective (Candib, 1995)
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